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A: The secret is to start a new game - which wipes out your saved data. You can then use the ME GmFix file to restart saving and get your party out of the galaxy. A: There's no official fix. The best way to fix the problem is to try one of the patches that gives a fix for the galaxy map on Mac. -align: left; display: block; } .label { color: $c-basic-alt; font-weight: bold; text-align: left;
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Jan 11, 2011 I have the same issue with galaxy map so I too have downloaded the ME_gmfix. Jan 10, 2011 I had the same problem. Download the fix here i followed the steps outlined on the website and it is fixed for me. Feb 25, 2010 I have the same problem for me that the game crashes when I enter the galaxy map. I have already tried to do a factory reset but I really need to finish my
missions. I even waited all night a whole day but without any response from Bioware so I'll try the ME_gmfix when I have finnish I'll let you all know Post a comment Feb 28, 2010 How do I use the ME_gmfix when in the galaxy map? I can't get the option to use it. Thank you for the directions. Feb 25, 2010 I just entered the game and tried to enter the galaxy map and it crashed. Then I
have tried to download the ME_gmfix and it is asking me to download java. I downloaded it but I don't have java setup on my computer. I am using windows vista 32-bit. Feb 8, 2010 I've tried the patch already but to no avail. Tried it several times. Used a different computer too. I'm extremely desparate to finish the game. Would really like to finish before Mass Effect 3 releases. Any
other suggestions? Feb 8, 2010 Well I used the ME_gmfix and I was finally able to navigate the galaxy map but if you're in the galaxy map and you want to close it you have to kill yourself!! If you re-enter you'll have to load that save again. Hope this helps. Feb 8, 2010 I figured out how to use the ME_gmfix :) I went to Options > Troubleshoot > Diagnostic and then put in the Galaxy
Map when the game is started up. Jan 9, 2010 Thank you! I've got the No working target message. Now I can navigate the galaxy map. Thank you. Jan 8, 2010 Today ba244e880a
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